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Navigating TechX and Staying Connected

- TechX
  - CAMP
    - Themes
    - Logistics
  - Tuesday afternoon BoF’s
  - ACAMP
  - Using the sages and the parsleys

- Staying Connected
  - TIER
    - Newsletters, WG, websites
  - InCommon
    - Newsletters, WG, websites
  - kjk@internet2.edu
Themes

• Campus IAM
  – Software components – Shib, Grouper, additional TIER modules
  – Business processes – communities served and services offered
  – Deployment models – Use components and integrate to the cloud
• Federation
  – InCommon
  – Internal and regional federations
  – Business processes – LOA, Identifiers, Attribute Release
• Interfederation
  – eduGAIN
  – US and international government efforts
BoF's
ACAMP

- Unconference
- Scheduling mania
- Stay connected on-line and Vote with your feet
Using the sages and the parsley

- Sages
  - Some of the originals
  - Some budding stars
  - Some spirits
- Parsley
  - Peers, especially in deployment models (e.g. making ADFS or Banner work in a bigger world)
  - YMMV
Staying Connected

• Trust and Identity – the virtuous cycle of TIER and InCommon
  – In technology
  – In governance and operations

• TIER web sites, newsletter, lists and WG
  – Active WG in API, provisioning, entities
  – https://spaces.internet2.edu/x/GIIABg

• InCommon web sites, lists and WG
  – Mace-dir
  – https://spaces.internet2.edu/x/poNRBQ
  – Active WG in Baseline Practices, Metadata management